THE  GROWTH  OF  FEUDALISM
were all regarded as having been granted to die vassal by the
lord who owned the soil. But the long, of whom all (he land in
France was held in fee, had never owned all the lands in the realm;
hence in declaring themselves the vassals of the king, or of a count,
the actual owners of the fiefs must have made a fictitious renun-
ciation of their domain in favour of the king or count, only to
receive it back in the form of a fief.
The feudal system upset the customs established by Roman law
with regard to property. In Roman law, property was an absolute
power exercised by a single individual and transmitted intact by
inheritance, will, or contract. It still possessed this character in
the days of the Frankish kings, when property acquired by inheri-
tance was known by a word of unknown, perhaps Frankisli origin,
allod, to distinguish it from property otherwise acquired; the usual
phrase to indicate the whole of a man's property was 'tarn de akde
qwm de comparato* (whether allodial - that is, held in absolute
ownership - or acquired), But on the great domains, on which the
labourers (whether free farmers or serfs) were hereditarily attached
to the soil, and the landowner had no right to take their land from
them, there had already grown up a right of perpetual possession
on the part of the tenant, which limited the power of the landowner.
The custom of fiefs created another sort of right, that of the pos-
sessor invested with a fief. By the time nearly all estates had be-
come fiefs, hardly any instances of hereditary ownership were left;
allodium - that is, absolute property in the Roman sense - became
such a rare exception in the part of France lying to the north of the
Loire that all land was considered a fief in default of proof, in the
shape of formal title, that it was absolute property. This is the
meaning of the rule: 'No allodium without title,' The right of
property, which had been the rule under the Roman regime, had
become the exception under the feudal regime, and several in-
dividuals had simultaneous rights of hereditary possession over
nearly all lands.
5CHANGE   IN   THE   CHARACTER   OF   ROYALTY
Though documentary evidence about the tenth and eleventh
centuries is rare, we are fairly well-informed with regard to the
Grown; there were always chroniclers to relate the adventures of

